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Abstract Temperature–time–property (TTP) curves for

aluminum alloy 6082 were acquired by an interrupted

quenching method. The TTP curves presented a ‘‘C’’-shape

and the critical temperature range was 240–440 �C with

temperature at the nose of the C-curve of approximately

335 �C. At this temperature, the greatest rate of second

phase development and the largest, and most rapid, drop in

hardness was observed. The change was approximately

50% of the maximum when isothermally held or 50 s.

Microstructural evolution of the quenched aluminum alloy

6082 was analyzed with a transmission electron micro-

scope (TEM). TEM analysis results showed that secondary

phase particle growth rate was controlled by diffusion.

Growth was rapid during the critical temperature range.

When the holding time was prolonged, the spherical and

needle-shaped precipitates, which provided a significant

strengthening effect, rapidly transformed into coarse, rod-

shaped precipitates. This over-aged condition resulted in

loss of the precipitate strengthening effect.
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Introduction

In recent years, with the rapid development of the global

shipping industry, an important issue has become a reduction

of hull weight to improve the ship’s speed. The ship building

industry is looking for aluminum alloys that can replace steel

components [1–3]. Aluminum alloy 6082 is widely used in

the transportation industry and the structural engineering

industry for its strength, weldability, corrosion resistance,

and light weight. It is also an ideal material for the manu-

facture of high-performance marine components [4–7].

Alloy 6082 is a heat-treatable alloy that can be pre-

cipitation-strengthened to produce the required mechanical

properties through solution heat treatment and aging.

Theoretically, the higher a material’s quenching rate, the

greater the material’s strength and hardness. However, in

practice, a controlled quenching rate can decrease thermal

stress and achieve a desirable combination of mechanical

properties [8, 9]. Therefore, research is needed in the area

of quench sensitivity of this alloy.

Temperature–time–property (TTP) curves are an effec-

tive approach to evaluate quench sensitivity and many TTP

curves of the aluminum alloys have already been com-

pleted to control and improve their response to a rapid

quench [10–12]. Fink and Willey [10] examined the

quench sensitivity of 7075-T6 alloy using TTP curves, also

obtained by an interrupted quenching technique. The

information gained was valuable.

In this study, TTP curves of aluminum alloy 6082 were

investigated using an interrupted quenching technique.

Microstructural evolution during quenching was examined by

transmission electron microscopy. The influence of isother-

mal treatment on the mechanism of microstructural devel-

opment was revealed. This study aims to provide the basis for

the development and optimization of the quenching process.
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Experimental Materials and Method

The chemical composition of the aluminum alloy 6082 is

given in Table 1. Rectangular samples, 20 9 20 9 4 mm,

were cut along the extrusion direction. Samples were

solution heat treated at 530 �C for 2 h, followed by rapid

quenching into a salt bath container set at constant tem-

peratures of 225, 350, and 475 �C. Samples were isother-

mally held for different times and then water quenched to

room temperature. After that, artificial aging was applied at

175 �C for 6 h. The hardness values were measured using a

Brinell hardness tester (HBE-3000 type) with a force of

2450 N and load dwell time of 30 s.

TEM specimens were prepared from samples first iso-

thermally held for 5, 60, and 450 s at each of the three

temperatures. The samples were mechanically ground to

approximately 80 lm thickness. Three millimeter diameter

discs were then punched out and electropolished by the

double-jet method. The electrolyte used was 30%

HNO3 ? 70% CH3OH, controlled by liquid nitrogen at a

temperature below -20 �C. TEM operating voltage was

selected at 220 kV.

Results and Discussion

Isothermal Curves

The hardness of the samples quenched after the solution

treatment was 111.3 HB. The hardness of all isothermally

aged samples decreased with time. Typical curves are

shown in Fig. 1. When isothermal heat treat temperature

was high (475 �C), hardness decreased slowly with time;

after 10 min, the hardness was approximately 80 HB, which

was an approximate reduction of 29%. At the moderate

temperature of 350 �C, initially hardness decreased sharply

and after 80 s it had dropped by more than 50% to 55 HB.

Hardness then remained stable at about 50 HB. At 225 �C,

the declining rate initially corresponded to the rate observed

at 475 �C and then decreased more slowly. The hardness

dropped to 75 HB after 400 s, and remained at this level.

Temperature–Time–Property Curves

Based on the variation observed for hardness of artifi-

cially aged 6082 aluminum alloy at different isothermal

temperatures, the TTP curves for hardness at 90, 95, 99.5%

of the maximum were constructed as illustrated in Fig. 2.

The TTP curves of alloy 6082 are ‘‘C’’-shaped, with the

nose of the curve at approximately 335 �C. The critical

temperature range is 240–440 �C (based on 99.5% of

maximum hardness curve with a transformation time of 10 s).

The equilibrium phase precipitation of alloy 6082 during

aging is Mg2Si. This is a diffusion-controlled phase

transformation [13, 14]. When the supersaturated solid

Table 1 Chemical composition of aluminum alloy 6082 (wt.%)

Mg Si Cu Fe Mn Zn Cr Al

0.98–1.10 1.00–1.12 0.10 0.50 0.52–0.61 0.20 0.25 Bal.

Fig. 1 Hardness–isothermal time curves at different isothermal

temperatures for aluminum alloy 6082
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Fig. 2 TTP curves for 6082 aluminum alloy
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solution is quenched at the 10 s transformation temperature

interval, it is easy to precipitate and form the second phase

due to a high degree of supersaturation [15].

The phase transformation process changes within the

different temperature ranges, thereby affecting the rate of

subsequent artificial aging. At the high isothermal tem-

perature range (C 440 �C), for the low degree of super-

cooling and driving force, nucleation rate is low, despite

the high solute atom release. Hence, the rate of equilibrium

phase precipitation is low, which results in slower changes

in hardness value. When the isothermal temperature is low

(B 240 �C), though the degree of supercooling and driving

force are high, the rate of solute atom release remains low

because of the low temperature. Therefore, the alloy

hardness also decreased slowly with time.

At the moderate temperature interval (240–440 �C), the

degree of supercooling and driving force for precipitation

are high. In combination with the solute atom release rate,

a maximum rate of precipitation and a relatively short

incubation period are realized.

The Influence of Isothermal Treatment

on Microstructure

Figure 3 shows TEM microstructures of specimens aged

after isothermal aging for 5, 60, and 450 s at 350 �C. When

isothermally held for 5 s, a large number of spherical and a

few small needle-shaped precipitates are observed, dis-

persed in the matrix. When the holding time is extended to

60 s, the dispersed spherical precipitates almost all disap-

pear and are replaced by thin, lath-shaped precipitates, as

shown in Fig. 3(b). When the holding time is extended to

450 s, numerous thick, rod-shaped precipitates form with a

preferred lattice orientation. Average length of the rods is

approximately 1 lm, as shown in Fig. 3(c). According to

the literature [16–18], the precipitation sequence of alu-

minum alloy 6082 subjected to an isothermal treatment is

the same as the aging process.

Both processes can be described as follows:

1. Supersaturated solid solution.

2. Spherical-shaped coherent Guinier–Preston (GP) zones.

Fig. 3 Typical TEM images of

precipitate morphology and

density present in aluminum

alloy 6082 samples after

isothermal treatment at 350 �C

for different times. a 5 s, b 60 s,

c 450 s
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3. Needle-shaped b00 metastable phase.

4. Rod-shaped b0 metastable phase.

5. Incoherent b equilibrium phase.

It is possible to conclude from Fig. 3(a) that the spher-

ical precipitates are GP zones, and the small needle-shaped

precipitates are the b00 metastable phase. With extended

time, Fig. 3(b), the thin, lath-shaped precipitates should

develop into needle-shaped b00 metastable phase and the

rod-shaped b0 metastable phase. In Fig. 3(c), the thick rod-

shaped precipitates are the b equilibrium phase, together

with a small amount of b0 metastable phase.

Based on the TTP curves, when the hold time is \5 s,

there should be no precipitates. This short exposure is still

in the incubation period (cluster formation), and the equi-

librium precipitation process has not initiated. The pre-

cipitates have not had enough time to grow. The size of the

precipitate nuclei is small within the supersaturated solid

solution. There is a high solute atom and vacancy con-

centration after quenching, and GP zones, followed by b00

phase, will eventually nucleate.

Due to the high density of GP zones and partially

coherent b00 phase in the matrix, there is a strong resistance

to dislocation movement, leading to high hardness value

(HB = 102). After an isothermal hold for 60 s at 350 �C,

spherical GP zones largely disappear, and are replaced by

needle-shaped b00 and rod-shaped b0 phase. During the

aging process, these phases develop and grow by assimi-

lation of solute atoms. Although both phases are partially

coherent, the needle-shaped b00 phase is better than the b0

phase for a strengthening effect [19].

After aging for 450 s at 350 �C, some thin, rod-shaped

b0 phase and a large number of the b equilibrium phase

were observed. At this stage, strengthening effect was low.

With solute concentration now reduced to a low level,

hardness of the alloy was significantly reduced. This is

consistent with the experimental results.

When aluminum alloy 6082 is isothermally heat treated

within the quench-sensitive range, the spherical and needle-

shaped precipitates that have a significant strengthening

effect are rapidly transformed into coarse, rod-shaped pre-

cipitates as isothermal hold-time increases. The result is a

Fig. 4 Typical TEM images at

different temperatures for the

same isothermal aging time,

aluminum alloy 6082. a 225 �C,

b 350 �C, c 475 �C
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decrease in degree of alloy saturation and a reduction of the

precipitate strengthening effect. Figure 4 shows the TEM

microstructure of aged specimens after isothermal treatment

at different temperatures (225, 350, and 475 �C) for 450 s.

When isothermally treated at 225 and 475 �C, a larger

number of spherical precipitates and some needle-shaped

precipitates form and are dispersed in the matrix. At

225 �C, with a higher temperature gradient, the driving

force is high, so the alloy nucleation rate is higher, while the

diffusion rate is slow. The result is a slow precipitation rate.

At 475 �C, although the temperature is high, providing a

faster diffusion rate the phase transition driving force is

low because of the low temperature gradient. The result is

also a slow nucleation rate.

TTP curves at 225 and 475 �C show little precipitation

in the matrix. In the subsequent artificial aging process, the

supersaturated solid solution forms spherical GP zones and

the needle-shaped b00 metastable phase. Figure 4(a) and

(c) shows the associated lattice deformation, which results

in a strengthening effect and a high hardness value.

Hardness decreases slowly with the holding time and

when treated at 350 �C, Fig. 4(c), a large number of thick,

lath-shaped precipitates appear in the matrix. These are

mostly the b equilibrium phase, but some b0 metastable

phase is still present. At this temperature, nucleation rate is

high and the diffusion rate is relatively fast so the rate of

precipitation is at a maximum. As a result, spherical GP

zones and needle-shaped b00 metastable phase transform

quickly into rod-shaped b0 metastable phase and b equi-

librium phase. The b phase is incoherent and therefore

generates minimal lattice strain. Its formation, therefore,

results in a poor strengthening effect.

Conclusions

1. The hardness variation of aluminum alloy 6082 can be

divided into three regions: When the samples are iso-

thermally heat treated at high temperature (C 440 �C),

hardness of the alloy decreases slowly with aging time.

At moderate temperature intervals (240–440 �C),

hardness decreases sharply. At lower temperatures

(B 240 �C), the hardness decreases slowly.

2. The nose temperature of the TTP curves for aluminum

alloy 6082 is about 335 �C, and the critical temper-

ature ranges from 240 to 440 �C.

3. When isothermally treated at about 350 �C, the second

phase precipitates at the fastest rate. As the holding

time increases, the spherical and needle-shaped par-

tially coherent precipitates quickly transform into

coarse rod-shaped incoherent precipitates, thereby

leading to a decrease of solute saturation and reduction

in the precipitate strengthening effect.
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